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I NTRODUCT ION

At the Delft university of Technology
Low Speed Laboratory (LSL), an
irvesLiqa'ion was conducLed Lo design
and test some new airfoils for the wing
of a Standard Class sailplane. To avoid
building a new wing, the airfojls were
designed such that just by adding
material to Lhe surface dn exisLing wing
could be modified and tested in fl ight.
For this purpose, the ASl,l-198 was
selected (Fiq. l) mainly because of its
relatively thin winq. The nanufacturer,
Alexander Schlejcher Segel f I ugzeugbau,
was willing to participdte in this
investigation and provided two v./ing test
segments useo for eJind tunnel experi-
ments, as \4ell as a new sailplane which
was flight tested before and after the
wi ng modification.

This paper describes the considera-
tions, tests and results of this
research. Severdl subjects are
d i scussed successively:
- Hind Lunnel pxperiments on an inner
wing and an outer viing segment are
described, yielding information about
the quality of the actual airfoils
achieved in serial production, as well
as the qualjty of the LSL airfoil
analysjs and design computer program.
- The characteristics of several modern
airfoi ls used in Standard Cl ass
sai lplanes are analyzed. Typical
differences in characteristics, both in
cases of a smooth surface and in the
case of a rough leading edge, are
clarified.
- l"luch attention has been given to the
problem of leading edge contamifatjon by
j nsects. Insect imoact patterns,
gathered in flight, snow some typical
airfoi I relaled rifjerences. l,Jind

tunnel measurements with real insect
remains on a \,{ing segment, and with a

wel l known simulated bug pattern, reveal
great differences in drag
characteri st i cs.
- A brief discussion is given of the
appl ication of pneumatic turbulators, a

technique to reduce the drag of an

airfoil rediscovered by Horstmann and

Quast, DFVLR Braunsch!r'e i g ' and
extensively tested at LSL Delft.

Based on the experience gdineo in
these investiqations' two airfoils were
desiqned (for the inner wing and the tip
of the wing, respectively) by utilizinq
the coflputer program mentioned before.
The inner winq test segment was nodlfied
accordingly and tested in the LSL wind
tunnel.

Next the wing of the ASw-l9B sailplane
was modifi ed. Flight Perfomance
measurements viere perforned by DFVLR

Braunschweig before ano dfLer the wing
rnodification, Although not yet ful ly
analyzed, the improvement is most
sat j sfyi ng.

UITNI]TLINNEL I4EASUREI4ENTS ON 2 SE6MENTS

OF THE ASU]-'I9B I,II NG

At the Delft LSL, an investigation was

conoJcred Lo deterni'le the aerodyndrnic
characterjstics of tl,./o segments of the
ASl,l-l98 l,ing (Ref. l). The wing design
and the posjtjon of the test segments
are shown in Fig. 2. The segments are
situated approximately in the middle of
the inner and outer ,.1ifg. The inner
wing segmenl 4as ooLd'rPc 'ror a winq
usea foi static stre.gth tests, and the
outer wing segmert ras speci al ly bui 1t
for the present win. :Jnnel tests in the
mold, Comparilon s.ows that the actual
airfoil shapes,'feas.lred at the segment



nlo-Spans, ore aoouL l.-% choro thicLer
tndn rhe locd I des iqn tndpes (Fig. i) '

The wing segnents were placed verti-
cally in the wind tunnel test section
which is l.B0 m l.Jide and 1.25 m high.
For further detai ls, consult Ref. l.

For accurate pressure distri bution
measurements the inner wing segment was
prov i oed wi!h l0/ pressuiF -iifices
{nofiinal diameter 0.4 mm) situated in
the flid-span chord. A selection of
measured pressure distributions at Re -
1.5 x '106 is presented in Fig.4; Fig.
5 shol,s the aerodynamic characteristics.
Excessive forces restricted the neasure-
menls Lo Cr < 1.5 aL Re , 3 x 106.

By Lsing a stethoscope, the oil lilar
technique, and from pressure distribu-
tions, the following observations were
nade. 0n the lower surldce a ldnindr
separation bubble is present at all
investigafed Reynolds nunbers and dngles
of atrait dbove approx imatFly -3", Ar
the lower end of the low-drag bucket,
when transistion on the lower surface
moves rapid ly forwdrd at decreas ing
anqle of dtr.ack, no bubbles were found
on the lower surface. 0n the upper
surface the bubble is present at angles
of attack uD to approxirnately 6'. At
hioher anqles of attack trdnsition
beiomes tie "normal" instability type
(no bubble), In lhese cases, l"rans iLion
is indicdLed by a hurnp in the pressure
distribution (;ee Fig. 4.2, ( = B',
27% chord upper sLrface), caused by Lhe
jump in boundary layer displacenent
thickness and hence effective airfoi I
contour,

Al though turbulent separation noves
forward rapidly at angles of attack
higher than l0o, t.he pressure
distribution develops slrch as to cause d

gradual stal l.
fhe outer t{inq seqnent. which had no

a i l eron, wa 5-iiV6s Ft-g afed only liith
respect to floti behaviour and drag
characteri st i cs. Calculation showed
that due to the taper ratio the greater
part of the outer wing has an airfoil
more resembling the inner wing airfoil
than the tip airfoi l. Consequently, the
test results of the outer wing segment
were similar to the inner l,ing segrnent
results, so there was no need to provide
the outer wing segnent with pressure
orifices. As an exampie, Fiq.6 shows
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oil-f low 0dLterns. nade at a oractical
si!udtion, where ihere i5 Lhe "norrndl"
instability type transition and some
trailing edge separation on the upper
surface, and a relatively long laminar
separation bubble (111 local chord) on
the lower surface.

The characteristics of the actual
i nner !,,li ng ai rfoi I , named
FXbl-.l63/A5h-198, and of the design
airfoil FX6l-163, were calculated Vrith
the LsL airfoi I ana lys'i5-nd?esign
conputer progran as it t,{as available at
the time the measurenents took place.
The results, presented in Ref, I,
indicated a slightly higher drag
coefficient for the actual ajrfoil,
whi le the I ift versus angle of attack
curves coincided, However, there was a

stri king discrepancy between the
calculated and the fleasured lift versus
angle of attack curve in that the
medsured I ifL wds dbout Ct = O.tS
lolrer Lhan the calculdted lifi. This
clearly demonstrated the importance of
taking into account the effect of the
curvature of the wake (which dcts as a
fluid flap). A description of the
procedure, which has been incorporated
in Lhe computer program, is given in
Ref.2.

It is clear that the conputer prograrn
- aithough not perfect in every detail
as will be shown (so that wind tunnel
fieasurementS remained necessary for
verificdLion). was an indispensable tool
in the design process which ultimately
led to the improved dirfoi ls.

ANALYSIS OF SOME AIRFOIL CHARACIERISTICS

A conparison of Lne characteristics of
the airfoils which are comonly used in
modern Stdndard Class high performance
sa il pl anes, supplemented with some
calculated results, clarify some typical
features.

In general, the Wortnann airfoils
desiqned after 1964 (as FX 502-196 and
FX 66-5-l96vl) have lower drag
coefficients at high lift coefficients
than earlier designs (as FX 6l-]63 and
FX 6l-184), as shown by the examples in
Fig. 7, taken from Ref. 3.

The pressure distribution of the later
types is such that, in the low drag
range of I ift coefficients, transition
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on both sides of the airfoil stays near
a particular chord position. The uDper
end of the louJ draq bucket is pronounced
and coincides uiith the rrdximum lift
copfficrpnt: i.e., when trdnsition moves
forwdrd suddenly due to the development
of a pressure Deak on the airfoil nose,
separation of the turbulent boundary
l6yer at the rear of the airfoil follows.

0n the earl ier designs, the pressure
distribution develops such thdt transi-
tion on the upper surface moves steadily
in d forward direct ion at increasing
angle of attack, thus increasing the
drag (and decreasinq the lift curve
s lope). l,{hen transition approaches the
ajrfoi I nose, the turbutent boundary
layer starts to separate at the traj linq
edqe.

0n the well-known EDpler airfoil E603,
t.ansltion dno turbulent sepdration move
forlrard steadily at the high anqles of
attack (instead of suddenly as on therrafter 1964, LJortmann airfoils), thus
rounding off just the upper edge of the
low drag bucket.

ln order to qet some qualitative
information about the effects of a rough
ledding edge, the characteristics of the
airfoils Dreviously mentioned were
calculated at practical conbinations oflift coefficient and Reynolds number,
with the assumption of a turbulent
boundary layer from 5o chord on both
s ides of the airfoil.

In addition to an almost doublinq of
the upper and lower surface drag contri-
butions at attached flow conditions, the
calculations indicated serious separa-
tion problems for the upper surface flow
of the E603 and'rafter 1964" tlortmann
airfoils, and no such problems for the
earl ier Wortmann designs. In the ne$ier
types, thp turbulent Dounddry layer is
not able to overcome the pressure
gradients on the redr part of the
airfoil up to the trailinq edge.

llind tunnel exDerience at LSL wjth
roughness on the nose of FX 66-S-196V1
(as already noticed jn Ref.4) and E603

[,rseo in tna orPspnt rpqaarch Orogaam
inef. Z )1, as well as the results
presented in the next chapter, confirmed
these predictions.

LEADING EDGE CONTAN1]NATION BY INSECIS

ThF sprious ceqrddation of oprtornance
(incrpased sink rdte, incrpasFo stdllinq
speed and sometimes bad stal I inq
behaviour) cd[rsed by insect contamina_
tion of the wing leadinq edge or by
rain, is well-known, In order to
investigate whether measures could be
taken to alleviate these problems by
proper airfoil design, some fliqht
experiments and u/ind tunnel tests were
carried out. The {din results of this
research, \,,/hich is still going on, will
be described.

In order to establish whether there is
d relation between airfoi I shaDe and
insect impact pattern, as suggested in
Ref. 5, flights were carried out with
seven different sai lplanes flyinq
sinultaneously most of the time and
gatherinq insects on sheets of self-
adhesive matted Dolyester filn attached
to the wings. The 0.08 fin thick and
0.59 { wide sheets erere placed both on
the left and right inner wing at equal
distance from thF wing root, covering
about the front half of the local wing
chord. After the tests, the sheets were
carefully removed and pinned on frames
for transport and further exanination.
Due to the mat coatinq the traces of
ruptured insects could easi ly be found.

Al I sai lplanes were winch-launched at
Venlo (The l{etherlands), sometimes more
than once, and their pilots were asked
to perform a norma I local flight.
Weather circumstances were normal for a
sunny day in July and srnal l cumulus
clouds aided in thermal finding; the
nean value of the reported climb rates
l,las about 1.5 rnls. Fort!nately, the
density of the aerial insect population,
which consisted aloost exclusively of
Aphjd's , was high; nore than 3000
insects were captured. The long $iet
period precedinq the test day many have
contri buted to this.

Two additional sheets to be used for
the wind tunnel measurements !,/ere placed
on the left and night !,/inq of an
ASl./-198, at a spanwise position
corresponding to the position of the
locdl wing chord. To simulate the
surfacp condition of the clpdn !{ing,
these sheets were painted accordingly.
Nevertheless, whjle no difference could
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be observed between the differently
coated sheets! the Sheets in general
seemed to be slightly less contaminated
than the wing surfaces adjacent.
(Probdbly the sheets were smoother than
the wing surfaces).

Since the Aphid is probably the best
representative of the great majority of
insects, which consist of smal'l and
relatively fragile kinds and therefore
most liable to cause insect rouqhness,
the present results may represent a
spve.e cdse of insFct contamination.

Table 1 lists data and main results of
the insect impact measurefients. The
results for the left dnd right wing
sheets were put toqether because they
did not show any pecul iar difference.
Fig. 8 shows the extent of the impacts
of the upper and lower surface of the
local airfoi I shapes. The reason for
comparing the fractional chord extent of
the impacts is, as elucidated in the
ApoFndix, that this rdtio dpoPnds
(theoreticat ly) on airfoi I shape and
speed and angle of attack, but not on
the absolute size of the airfoi'l (i .e, ,
chord 'length). Fig. 9 shows some
typical insect impact distributions.

The different relations between speed
and angle of attack for the non-flapped
and flapped airfoils (the range of
angles of attack for the flapped
airfoits is much srnaller) as well as the
shdrp nospd rather flat lov,/pr surfacp of
the flapped airfoils, cause the great
difference in insect impact distribution
and extent (Table 1 and Fig5, 8 and 9).

i,lith resDect to the KA-6CR results, it
should be flentioned that the pilot, for
reasons of staying dloft, never exceeded
110 krn/h. Probably the low fliqht sDeed
affected the impact pattern (fewer
ruptered insects, shorter impact extent).

No correlation between airfoi l
thickness and the number of impacts per
.ninute could be established. According
to theory, Ref. 6, the insects dre only
slightly deviated by the induced
velocity field set up by the airfoi l;
hence, less impacts could hdve been
expected on the thinner airfoil.
Although not all the results of these
natural ly roughened sheets can be ful ly
axplainad, it is clpar that tnere is d
great difference between impact patterns
of fldpDed and non-flapped airfojls.
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Hhile on non-flapped airfoils some 551
of the total number of impacts is found
on the upper surface and 45Xon the
lower surface, these figures read
roughly 801 and 201for the flapped
dirfoi l. Apart from the correspondinq
qreat difference in the fractional chord
extent of the imDacts, there is a trend
toward a less extended inpact pattern
for the thinner airfoi l.

However, wind tunne I measurenents
revealed that these results, with
respect to overal I leadinq edqe
contami nati on, are not crucial.

The thickest insect splatters, which
are found on the leading edge, cause
prpnature transition, v,/hilF thF rpnains
and traces more rearward do not add any
contribution to the drag. Comparison of
the impact distributions in front of 1$
chord and 2.5, chord. Table 1. shows
that for the modern sailplanes (KA-6CR
Fxcluded) the rFlativp diffprences in
irnpdct distribution on upper and lower
surface(fl opped and non-flapped) are
quite snall. Consequently, it was
concluded that improvements in airfoiI
characteristics wlll have to come from
proper development of the turbuient
boundary layer, with at ledst no
separation probleos as on the modern
airf oi'ls mentioned before

l,1i nd tunnel measurenents were
perforned vJith the two naturally
roughened shcFts attached Lo the inner
winq test segment. The lift coeffic'ient
was found fron the tunnel |iall pressures
and the correlat'ion between tunnel wa'll
pressures and lift coefficient of the
clean winq. Mean draq coefficients were
obtained frorn neasured drag distribu-
tions alonq 0.15 rn spdn (staying out of
the turbulent !4edges which occasionally
originated from the rins of the
sheets). The onset of turbulent flow
was detected by a stethoscope.

ln a similar way, thp aFrodynamic
characteristics of the inner vring
section, now provided with an artificial
"bug pattern", lrere determined. lhis
bug pattern, consisting of rows of
little squares of silver duct tape on
the leading edge of the wing, is used in
the USA in neasurinq the performance of
gliders, in an attenpt to simulate a

fairly severe collectjon of insects,
Ref, 7, The sinulated insects, 0.33 mm
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thick and oeasuring 5 mm on the sides,
were placed every 150 mm on the leading
edqe, another row in between 25 ryn above
thp -eading edgF, and a tnird row in
b"tv,/FFn dnd 13 rn oplow thF leaajng
edqe.

Fig. 10 presents the results for
practical combinatjons of angle of
attack and Reynolds number.

|/hile at lift coefficients higher than
0.8, which corresponds to speeds lower
than 91 km/h dt a wing looding of
3? <gfln2, thF draq c.rrves of thc
art ificial dno rpal insects coincide.
There is a remarkable difference dt
lower ljft coefficients, i.e., the
qreater part of the speed polar where
the contribution of the profile drag to
the total draq of the sailplane
i ncrea ses with speed.

At negative angle of attack, the drag
increase due to the rpal insects is
roughly half the increase due to the
simulated insects.

l,/ith respect to the real insect
mea surements, the stethoscope revealed
that at Dositive angles of attack the
upper surface flor was disturbed by the
insects on the airfoil nose (dnd at
anqles of dttack beyond 6' tlie arca
washed by turbulent flow rapidly
increased) white the lovrer surface flot{
ras not disturbed since the location of
transition corresponded to the clean
airfoil case. At negative angles of
attack, it ras the reverse: the lower
surface flov vJas disturbed by the
insects on the airfoil nose anlLthe upier
surface flov shored a Dosition of
transition corresponding to the clean
airfoil case. At zero angle of attack,
the height of the insect remains is
below the critical roughness heiqht and
no drag i ncrease results.

The left wing sheet ras examined in
more detail at a Reynolds number of
1.5 x 106. As shown in Fig. 11, the
range of angles of attack is increased
v{here the insect renains were not, or to
a less extent, disturbing the flow.
Also sho$n is the decrease of the lift
curve sioDe and maximum I ift coefficient
due to the growth of the upper surface
boundary layer thickness N,hich reduces
the effective camber, (Although the
oethod to obtain the I ift coefficient
from .lall Dressure measurements is not

t7

Removal of the remains behind 2.5% c
dnd l% c, respectively, did not yield
any change in characteristics at this
Reynolds number. l,{ith all the jnsects
removed, the characteristics corre5pond
to the results obtained ear'lier for the
dirfoi I without sheet.

No stethoscope measurement s were
performed for the art'ificial roughness
case. However, the drag measurements
show that the bugs are located such that.
there is no situation where none of then
disturbs the flo\//. l4oreover, the drag
depends very much on the bug pattern
(Ref. l). More research is clearly
necessary to detennine the conditions on
the airfoil nose relevant for the insect
contamination case and useful for 

'theoreti ca I and experimentdl work.

DRAG REDUCTIOI'I 8Y PNEUMAIIC TURBULATORS

At the Delft Low Speed Laboratory an
dirfoil, HQ l7l14.38 (designed by
Horstmann and quast, DFVLR Braunschweig),
was extensively tested. This airfoil is
being used for the A5[-22 ring, a new
open Class sai lplane (24 m span) being
built at Schleicher's factory nor. A
special feature of this airfoil is the
application of pneurnatic turbulators; a
nore detailed discussion of this subject
is qiven in Ref.8.

It is well known that laminar
separation bubbles may spoil the initial
conditions of the turbulent boundary
layer, thus increasing the drag of an
airfoi l. llortmann provided a solution
to the problem by using a so-calledjnstability region, a region with a
slightly adverse pressure gradient which
destabilizes the laminar boundary layer
without causing separation (Ref. 9).
Considering the various combinations of
angle of attack and Reynolds nu$ber at
which the airfoil should have the lolvest
possjble drag, it is obvious that this
region must be carefully designed.

Another method to decrease drag by
avoiding laminar separation bubbles is
to disturb the boundary I ayer in the
vicinjty of the laminar separation point
by blowing air through small orifices
periodical ly spaced in spanwise

a!, J.dla at iiqr. a'qles of atLdcx, Fiq.
I l, the ef' e, I of tne roughened lead rn9
edqe is obvious. )
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direction. ln this way, Pfenninger
obtained a drag reduction for a
parLic rldr "irroi I at d ccnsranI dnq]e,
of dtLdL. !./hicn sldrted dc qe - 2 ( l0b
dno grd0Lolly inareaseo wrth decredsirg
Reynolds number up to 40% at
Re . 0.33 x 106 (Ref. t0).

Fig. l2 shows the drag reduction
obtajned by usjng such pneumatic
turbulators on the lower surface of the
HQ l7l14.38 airfojl. Although the
pronounced laminar seaparation bubble is
not conpletely removed in this case, the
drag reduction is still up to l0%.

Also shown is the result of the LSL
airfoi I analysis and design computer
program, showing fair agreement I,!ith the
measurements except for the prediction
of drag increase due to laminar
separation bubbles. (l'4ean1,{hile, it has
been established that the method to
calculate the change in boundary layer
characteri st i cs between transition and
reattachment has to be improved.
Experjmental research hds been started.)

AIRFOIL DTSIGN AND TEST RESULTS

Bd5eo on lhe experience gdined in
prevjous studies, two airfoils were
designed for the jnner section and tip
of the ASl,{-l98 wing. For weight reasons,
the new airfoils had to fit as tightly
as possible around the existinq ones,
espeLidllJ dL Lne dileron (rlutter),
This, of course, limits the designs.
During the design process the effect of
calculated chanqes in airfoil character-
istics on the sailplane performance idere
repeatedly evaluated using the conputer
program for parametric sai lplane
performance opt ini zat i on (Ref. ll).

First, the inner wing airfoi I wds
designed. Figure l3 shows the new
design, DU B0-176, 'irLed Lo Lhe inner
wing test segrent airfoil. Figure 14
cornpares some potentidl flow pressure
distributions and Fiqure l5 shows the
c al cu I ated characteristics at practical
conbinations of lift coefficient and
Reyno lds nunber.

The upper surface r39 designeC for a

longer laminar flow extent in the case
of a clean airfoil, and no separation
problems with a roughened leading edge.
In combination with:ne lower surface,
the maximum I ift coefflcient should be
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slightly i ncreased.
The lower end of the low drag bucket

|nas determined aL q = 0.2,
cons idering the sdilpldne penetration
speeds in relation to practical clinb
speeds, and a fiargin for vertjcal air
velocity f I uctuati ons during the
penetrati on phase.

Increasing laminar flow region on the
lower surface, while rnaintaining lift
(aft-loading), introduced the danger of
pronounced I anj nar separation bubbles.
Here, the use of pheumatic turbulators
seened to be promising. l{hile fixing
the DosiLion of laninar sepdration
needed for the application of these
turbulators was easy through a proper
design of the pressure distribution, the
desired development of the boundary
layer in front of the laninar separation
poi nt needed more iterations.

According to stability theory, small
hdrmon ic disturbances in the idrnindr
boundary layer become unstable and
amplify; the amplitude ratio is
expressed Dy i = e da. As soon as Lney
ndve gained suTficienL dmplir ication,
transition occurs. However, the
correspond i ng anplification factor,
da = dturb, is a function of the
free-stream turbu I enc e dnq oLher
d i sturbances such as sound.

Consequent ly, different values of
c1u16 (and hence different aerodynamic
characteri sti cs, jn particular drag
coefl icients) mdy be vdlid for d given
wind tunnel facility and for free
flight. A detailed discussion aboLrt
this phenomenon is given in Ref. l.

The pressure distribution on the lower
surface of DU B0-176 l,./as desiqned such
that, in situations near the lower end
of the low drag bucket, the
ampl jfication factor gradually increases
in chordwise direction. The effect is
twofold. 0ue to the controlled movement
of the position of transition, the drag
increases more or less gradually, not
suddenly as cdlculations indicated for
the actudl inner wing airfoil 'lig,
l5). Secondly, in free flight
cond i L i^ns u/here o:.,.b i S ,t i,l"e. Lhdn
in the wi'ro tunnel \it,dtioa; the
transition oosition slarts to riove
forv,/ard at a lower anqle of attack than
in the l\]ind tunnel, thus extending the
low drag range at the lower end.
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Fot DU 80-175, this extension l,,lould
correspond to about 25 krn/h in fljght
s0eed,

(lt is believed that this effect
causes the discrepancy which is often
loLnd when reasured speed poldrs - in
particular those of sailplanes l/!ith
flaDs - are analyzed by using airfoil
data obtained in a wind tunnel. )

Finally, it was realized that the
lower surface, squeezed out for laminar
flo\4 conditions, is not opt'imal in the
cdse of d roughened leading edge.
Experience will determine if maintaining
adequate clinbing ferformance wi ll
compensate for this drawback.

The inner {ing LesL segment was
modified to the new airfoil shape and
the wind tunnel tests were repeated.
Again, the lift coefficient l/'ias obtained
fron the tunnel wall pressures. The
results, shown in Fig. '16 as well as in
the oi l-flow patterns, indicated the
ex i stence of pronounced laminar
separation bubbles on the lower surface
except in situations near the lower end
of tne low drag bucket dt Re = 3 x 106.

At pract ic al combinations of
angle of attack and Reynolds number' no

bubble ltas present on the upper
surface. The intended l ift coefficient
at the lower end of the low drag bucket
dnd qradual drdg incredse belov,/ it' ds
delt ds a sliqhtly higher maximum lift
cceffjcient (iomerly 1.39 - now 1.45)'
!{ere real ized.

rext, iests were Perforned at four
oract i cal combinations of lift
coefficient and Reynolds number to
determine the best location of the
pneumatic turbulators, as well as the
air volune flow needed to obtain the
I owest drag. Forty Pneumatic
Lurbulators, consjsting of 20 rur long
l:ubes with 0.6 mm inner diameter
installed with 16 mm interspace, were
tested at 63, 64, 65 and 67% chord
positions. (From oil-flow patterns, the
laminar separation position l,{as detected
at b3-64* chord. ) By pressurizing the
wing test segment, the air volume flow
,llas varied from zero uP to 150

:d/sec. hhi le Lne .esu lts ol Lne ol,
64 and 65% choro oos itions oid nor
ciffe. Tucr (Lhe o)i cho.o oosrL'on
showed the smoothest drag curve), the
67% chord pos r t ton l,las c lear'ly .oo 1"

rearward. The air volume flod needed to
obtajn the lowest drag was not critical;
the curves showed a flat oPtimum. A

value of B0 cniTsec was suitab'le at
the four practical combinations of lift
coeffi c i ent and Reynolds number.

Fiq. l7 shows the characterjstics with
pneumatic turbulators at 65% chord and
an air volume flol,l of B0 cqp/sec. At
Lhe lower eld of lhe loh draq bucket for
Re = 3 x l0b, \lhere the laminar
separation bubble in the case of not
blowing is very small or absent, the
pneumatjc turbulators do not have any
effecL. In the remdining situations, uo
to Cl=].3, the drag decrease is
drdmatic. The effect on lift is
negligible.

ln Fj9. lB, the measured
characteristics of the new and the
ori gi nal aj rfoi 1 are cornpared i n
practical conditions. l.]hile the drag of
the new airfoil is sl ightly higher at
CtEl .25 (i.e., insignificanL in terms
of sailplane drdg), the drag decredses
to over'10% at low lift coefficients'
dnd Lne naximum lift coefficient is
si lqhL ly increased. fhus, though the
cdlcJlated oraq (Fig. l5) is lower Lhdn
the measured drag, the predicted trends
are in fair agreement {ith the
measurements.

Also shoqn in Fiq. 18 are the results
where the air volume flow was obtained
by means of an open-ended, forward-
facing tube (diameter 4 mm) ilounted on
the t,rnnei wa1l, The same resuits, not
shown here, were obtained with the air
volume flow obtained from B0 orifices
(dianeter 0.6 nn, equally spaced at B

mm) drilled at 90% chord of the lower
surface, beinq the location with the
hiqhest pressure in the turbulent part
of the ai rfoi I .

Finally, Fig, l9 shows the results
vrith the sinulated buq pattern mentioned
before,

The maximurn lift coefficient is
practically maintained (as intended) and

the drag at positive angles of attack is
lower than for the original airfoil
rFiq. 10,. rlowever, even ,lhen Lhe draq
incieose dr,e Lo redl insects shoLld be

half of the drao increase due to
simulated insecis at o < 0o. the pi lot
shouid 1a5 al!ral/sl be aware jf :ne
conseQuences of flYing too fast rr:.



contami nated I ead ing edges.
Next, the tip airfojl was designed.

The consideratjons were similar to the
previous case with the addition of the
severe limitation that the shape of the
aileron should not alter. Several
attenpts resulted in a modification of
mainly the lower surface (Fi9. 23), thus
making the outer wing suitab'le for the
application of pneurnatic turbulators. A
conparison of potential flo!{ pressure
di stri but i ons and calculated character-
istics is presented jn Fiq.2l and 22.
Again, the estimated effect of free
flight conditions on the location of
transjtion could be exploited. This
airfoil was not tested in the v/ind
tunnel.

Since the outer wing is formed by
linear lofting, aileron deflections of
plus and minus 5 degrees were exanined
at both the inner wing airfoil and the
tip airfoi l. No problems are expected,
as far as the calculations are concerned.

SAILPLANE I.IING IIODIFICATION ANO

FLI GHT PERFORMNCE TEST RESUIT5

Experience gained with the weight
penalty of the modification of the inner
wing test segment indicated an increase
in ninimum wing loading of about 7*.
For compensation, considering the climb
performance of the unmodified sailplane,
the inner wing airfoil was slightly rnore
canbered, yielding a naxinun lift
coefficeint of about 1.47. This
airfoil, naned DU B0-l76vl, and the tip
airfoil Du B0-l4l were used in modifyinq
the ASl,l-198 l,ling. Coordinates are given
in Table 2 and 3.

After removing the white surface coat,
the wing tlas rnodified by adding foam, a
glass-fiber skin, liqht-weight fil ling
materi a'1, respectively, and finally
white surface paint. It was grinded
down to the correct shape with the help
of 15 templates (for each 0.5 m span
position) and 8 add'itional nose
templ ates.

So'ne 870 little tubes (pneumdL ic
turb,rlators), \eighing only 70 grams in
total, were installed. As in the wind
tunnel tests, the air volume flo\,,l needed
for the pneumat'ic turbulators |]as
obtained by pressurizing each h/jng half
by means of a nozzle mounted on lhe

TECHNICAL SOARING

streaflline cdp which covered the aileron
actuator. Fi ight experiments sho{ed
that a nozzle diameter of only 6.5 mm

was needed to obtain the right internal
l4 inq pressure.

Fj9. 23 shows the perforrnance curves
of the sailplane before and after the
wing modification, as measured by DFVLR,
I nsti tut fur Flugrnechanik, Braunsch-
weig. At the noment of writing this
paper, a detailed andlysis of the neu
perfonnance polar, using the computer
program described in Ref. 'l l, has not
yet been performed. However, the
inprovement is satisfying and beyond our
expectations, Not sho'.,/n is the
performahce curve obtained with the
pneumatic turbul ators inactive (covered
by tape); the curve coincides with the
polar of the unmodified sailplane.
0bviously, the drag increase due to the
pronounced laminar separation bubbles on
the lower surface with inactive
turbulators, is equal to the sum of the
drag reductions of the improved upper
and 'lower surface lllith active turbulators

Stalling behaviour is very gentle, and
a test with the wing surface entirely
wetted in flight by water drained from
the DFVLR test sajlplane, a Cirrus,
revealed no change in minimum flight
speed in comparison to the clean wing
case.
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AP PE NDI X

In Coleman's comprehensive work with
respect to the insect problern (Ref. 6),
it is shown that in most oractical cases

21

- certainly jn the present ones - the
differential equations which rule the
insect trajectory may be solved bY

assumi ng that the Pararneter

is a constant. This parafleter l inks the
size, density and drag coefficient of
the insect with the size of the airfoil
and density of the air. As a result,
the trajectory of an insect is
independant of the velocity of the
approach i ng airfoil, and impact
velocities can be presented 'in

dinens i onl ess form against the
fractional chord position, si$ilar to
the velocity distribution of an airfoi l
set at a particular angle of attack.

lJhen the cornponent of the impact
velocity normal to the surface is
greater than a particu'lar va'lue, tenned
rupture velocity, the insect wil'l
disintegrate and stick to the suface or
leave a trace. Th'is rupture velocity
varies betwen species.

Coleman rneasured, in a wind tunnel,
rupture veloc it ies of,l0n/s (Aphid),
12"'/s (trouse f ly),-14'r'/s (fruit fly
Drosophila) dnd 20'rrls (l'lorrnoniel I a, a
pupal parasite of the house fly about
the sane size as an Aphid) . Field
experiments shored d medn value of
ll'r'/s with 0ossible variations of
l.Bm/s. Since the extent of the
inpacts depends on the most fragile
insects encountered, the Aphid is most
sui tabl e for such experiments.

From these considerations, interesting
conclusions can be drawn that for a
particular airfoil and aerial insect
popu I ati on, the roughness height
distribution of the remains and the
extent of the insect lnpacts, in terms
of fractional chord, depends on speed
and angle of attack, not on the size of
the ajrfoil The number of irDacts is
related to the si;E;fthe airfoil.
Itloreover, in Ref. 12 it is shown that
when the size of an airfoil is increased
from chord length cl to c2 and the
speed (exdctly: the unrt Reynolos
number u/v) remains unchanged, the
to.lerable roughness heigbt increases as
cZ4/cl. Ihus, doubling the size of
an airfoji rneans an increase in
tolerable roughness height of only l9%.



Combin ing the foregoing drgunents
leads to some prdctical conc lusions:
- Tlro wjngs liith similar shape but
dilferent size, flying dt equal lring
loading, are equally sensitive to insect
contamination. However, the bigger one
may htve a higher drag coefficeint
because of the greater nurnber of insects
it captures,

TECHI{ICAT SOAR!tIG

- T.he taper ratio of a wing with
continuous airfoil shape does not
influence the local sensitivity of the
flolr for insect contamination. Ho{ever,
the nuflber of insects, and in
consequence the local drag coefficient,
nay increase towards the rinq root.

FLAP

As\t-19B

ll-7 ?9 29 22-6 l0-6 31.6 31_4

Fr(61-
163 { i) E 603

NACI 632 rx5?-
K-170

FX57-
K-l70

Fit6?
K'1:O

r.50 1-50 3 -25 2.65 r.50 L50

o_al 0.81 o.95 o.E1 0-a4 0.83 0. ?9

16..1 19.2 15-8 17.0 l7 _0 15.0

l8? 230 221 267 195 242 190

2 I 1 3 t l

457 420 455 247 466 5r3 281

I o! total

4a 56 5S 55 g4 75 75

52 42 45 16 25

l2 1a r5 7 20 t9 l5

'*.'l l4 15 16 9 5

fl ta 3? 5? 14 41

tr o! totaL

!9 23 22 24 24 7A

l4 !5 29 l0 L2 ll
57 54 55 81 5l 54 6a

x

ll 32 32 39 38 35 45

26 22 23 42 l5 lg l9

( I ) !X66S02-!96 -FX66-!?A1r-r82

tabLe l: Results of rnsec! iEpact @asuldenls on lFo sheers of self-aChesive Earted
E 1y6r.r i1!s (0.59 c,idd. aruc5ed to che Lefr sd rrqhr Hlnq .E equal
3islance !-:.8 .!ne wlig :ooc.
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Fig. l: 1l,e ASW 198

ASl.l- l9t

$i.s
l5 !

";"" Il-0 o2
asp.ct r.tio 20-45
airfoils 8x5l-163 (in!.. elnt)

Fx60_t26 (tip)
roor cnor.l O.9l b
tip chold 0.40 n
sueep (0.25 chord) 0o
tuist 0o inscr eing, -2o riD

c '!9!-!_!!+

.t

.,.1,!u6elage

dcpth

Tail
-ho-r. tair area

hor. tail airfoil
veir. rril r!.a
vert. tail !irfoil

9eighl

max. u€eful lold
. nai. eater batla3t
al l-up eeigh! !irh

balta3r
eins loadi.B at
85 kA us€ful load
eins loading at
permissibre arl-up

6.80 E
0.63 r
0.8 | h

l.lo e2
FXTr-L-r50/!O (r2:)

rxT r-L- t 50/10 ( | 3.5t)

41.3 kgh2

Posi.ion of tbe rest seSFen.s in the

E9!11-e!+

245 kA
ll5 kg
100 ka

FiB.2:
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